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Biographical Note

When Plattsburgh was designated the Hospitality City for the 1980 Winter Olympics, Plattsburgh Pride Inc., a volunteer nonprofit organization, headed efforts to highlight area attractions and events. The organization produced the board game, “Plattsburgh is the Name of the Game,” the Plattsburgh Alive magazine, an Olympic keychain, a tourism portfolio, postcards, and other materials to promote the region.

Plattsburgh Pride Inc. was also involved in city recreation, tree care, and special events and art projects. Their goal was to “foster, promote and protect the community spirit of the residents of the city and to instill a sense of PRIDE in its citizenry for this community.” (Plattsburgh Alive, Vol. 1, no. 4, inside cover)

Several issues of the Plattsburgh Alive magazine are available in Special Collections periodicals.

Scope of the Collection

The collection is housed in two boxes and contains materials produced by the Plattsburgh Pride Committee.

Container List

Box 1

Box/Folder

1/1  Plattsburgh Pride 1980 Olympics keychain
1/2  Eight postcards depicting Plattsburgh interest sites, drawn by Kathleen E. Walsh
1/3  “Plattsburgh, New York,” Tourism portfolio

Box 2

Plattsburgh is the Name of the Game (board game)